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QUESTION 1

In the command: 

pcs constraint order VHost1IPv4 ____ HTTPD 

which missing word is required in order to ensure that the service HTTPD is always started after the service
VHost1IPv4? 

A. then -or- THEN 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following is NOT a required component for running an OCFS2 filesystem resource in a Pacemaker
cluster? 

A. A clone resource for the OCFS2 file system. 

B. A shared storage device accessible by all nodes using the OCFS2 filesystem. 

C. The distributed lock manager (DLM). 

D. The cluster logical volume manager (CLVM). 

E. The O2CB service. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements are true about container-based virtualization? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. All containers run within the operating system kernel of the host system. 

B. Different containers may use different distributions of the same operating system. 

C. Each container runs its own operating system kernel. 

D. Container-based virtualization relies on hardware support from the host systems CPU. 

E. Linux does not support container-based virtualization because of missing kernel APIs. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following statements are true regarding a load balancer? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. Failover clusters are not operational without at least one dedicated load balancer. 

B. All response packages sent from a backend server to a client must pass through the load balancer. 

C. The load balancer is usually deployed on one of the backend servers. 

D. Load balancers may be able to analyze traffic. 

E. All incoming connections to the cluster services are received by the load balancer. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements is true regarding VirtualBox? 

A. VirtualBox uses container-based virtualization and can only run virtual machines using the operating system of the
host system. 

B. VirtualBox can only be run from a graphical desktop environment and not from the text console. 

C. VirtualBox provides special device drivers for several operating systems to enhance the virtual machine\\'s
performance. 

D. VirtualBox contains a hypervisor that runs independently from any other operating system on a bare metal host. 

E. VirtualBox is part of the vanilla Linux kernel and does not require any additional software installation on recent Linux
distributions. 

Correct Answer: C 
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